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Abstract 

Failover is the operational procedure of exchanging amongst essential and optional frameworks or framework (a server, 

processor, system, or database) in case of downtime. Such period of time may well be brought by either planned support, or 

unexpected framework or phase disappointment. In either case, the question is to form adaption to internal failure – to ensure that 

mission-basic applications or frameworks area unit invariably accessible, paying very little heed to the type or degree of the 

blame. Due to the various reasons for Client-Server design failure, taking care of failover should be very important. So, varied 

sorts of Failover solutions area unit enforced to handle failover in client-server design. In this, we analyse causes of failures and 

various solutions of failover and based on that try to handle failover with pacemaker and High Availability (HA) in centos Linux 

with database replication techniques.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In computing, failover is switching to a redundant or standby computer server, system, hardware component or network upon the 

failure or abnormal termination of the previously active application, server, system, hardware component, or network. Failover is 

automatic and usually operates without warning. Systems designers usually provide failover capability in servers, systems or 

networks requiring continuous availability – the used term is high availability – and a high degree of reliability. At the server 

level, failover automation sometimes uses a “heartbeat” system that connects two servers, either through employing a separate 

cable or a network affiliation. As long as a daily “pulse” or “heartbeat” continues between the most server and also the second 

server, the second server won’t bring its systems on-line.[10] There may furthermore be a third "extra parts" server that has 

running extra components for "hot" move to stop period. The second server assumes control over the work of the essential as by 

and by in light of the fact that it distinguishes relate modification inside the "pulse" of the essential machine. A few frameworks 

have the adaptability to send a notice of failover. 

II. DOMAIN INTRODUCTION 

Failover is the operational process of switching between primary and secondary systems or system components (a server, 

processor, network, or database) in the event of downtime. Such timeframe may well be created by either mind, or startling 

framework or part disappointment. In either case, the thing is to make adaption to internal failure – to ensure that mission-basic 

applications or frameworks range unit never-endingly offered, despite the sort of degree of the blame.[6][7]. 

 Causes of Failures in Client-Server Architecture 

Websites experience permanent, intermittent or transient failures, which may affect the entire site or be restricted to parts of the 

site. Permanent failures persist till the system the system is repaired, e.g., a disconnected network cable.[8][10] Transient failures 

eventually disappear without any apparent intervention. Intermittent failures area unit transient failures that recur often, e.g. once 

the system is full. In this section, we explore the common causes of failures in Web applications. We classified the causes of 

failures in Client-Server Architecture into below categories namely: 

1) Software Failures 

2) Human / Operator Error 

3) Hardware Failures 

 Failover Solution in client-Server Architecture 

There are four main failover solutions: 

1) Website Replication 

2) Status Monitoring 

3) Failover Redirection 
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4) Recovery Handling 

 About Failover and High Availability 

Failover is the component to give adaption to internal failure framework to overcome from the issue of disappointment. 

Replication is the method to accomplish reinforcement and failover. The procedures of failover used to build the accessibility of 

the system benefits and not to give any adaptation to non-critical failure ask for at the season of server disappointment. [1][2] 

High Availability (HA) is a limit of the structure to work constantly in fancied measure of time. Correspondence system, for 

example, should work 99.999%, that infers the structure should have only 5.26 biggest downtime for a year. Give high available 

IP based organization, for instance, Voice over IP for correspondence is troublesome since IP is not planned for strong 

affiliation. Failover segment of high availability course of action using server virtualization is fundamental. High Availability 

additionally accomplished by putting some middleware which diverts every single solicitations to the next site in the 

disappointment circumstance.[3][4] 

Failover time or Switchover time is the time to transfer the current traffic to the other site or backup server. It is much more 

necessary to focus on the switchover time during failover as it affects the current services and traffic. The main objective should 

be to achieve and implement failover in such a way that the switching time is negligible.[5] 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed Flow Diagram 

Many researcher work on identifying various reasons for client-server architecture failover and many of them provides various 

failover mechanism, strategies and solutions of handling failover. The implementation will be done using PaceMaker services of 

CentOS (Linux) configuring HA (High Availability)[12] of the servers, master-master database replication and analysing effective 

switchover time.  

The Fig. 1 shows the proposed flow diagram. Here, right off the bat, we will make two nodes and verify them. Once the 

verification is done, we will design bunch and begin and empower cluster. At that point, we will design Virtual IP on which both 
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nodes will tune in. The checking asset will be included. Presently, when the accessibility of the node is broken, the movement 

will change over to the reinforcement node and the Virtual IP will be designed and tuned in to that node. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT 

According to the proposed method and work flow, we have implemented setup to handle failover. There are two nodes which is 

active at a time and pointing to the Virtual IP. Whenever any node is failed due to any reason, using proposed method, the 

failover will occur. 

PaceMaker service is used to establish the connectivity and provide Availability of the node. For monitoring the services, 

Corosync will be used which is the child service of PaceMaker. The Web Server service apache will be monitored here, as we 

are implementing failover solution for any Web based application.  

 
Fig.  2: pcs cluster status 

The Fig. 2 shows the status of the cluster. The details of configured nodes and resources and the status of the nodes whether it 

is Online or Offline is displayed. 

 
Fig.  3: Load Average After Failover 

The Fig. 3 shows the Load Average during the failover process. The framework load is an estimation of the computational work 

the framework is performing. This estimation is shown as a number. A totally sit without moving PC has a heap normal of 0. 

Each running procedure either utilizing or sitting tight for CPU assets adds 1 to the heap normal. 
Table – 1 

Switchover Time during Failover 

Switchover Time 

SrNo. Execution Time after failover (in ms) Execution time after node is UP (in ms) Diff. of delay (Switch over Time) (in ms) 

1 378 14344 13966 

2 144 12605 12461 

3 79 4072 3993 

4 423 2469 2046 
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The Table 1 shows the time difference or delay or switchover time during the failover. The first execution time is concerned 

with the time when the failover occurred and the second execution time is concerned with the time when the backup node will be 

active after failover. 

 
Fig.  4: Switchover Time Analysis During Failover 

The Fig.4 shows the graphical representation of the switchover time analysis. So, the switching delay can be monitored 

effectively. As we can observe the data in the chart that after attempting multiple experiments of failover, the switching over 

time is decreased and improved. And so the execution of failover is done via fault-tolerance in which the traffic on the failed 

node much affect too much. 

Additionally to match up the information on both the hubs, we have executed ace replication in MySQL database. The 

replication will match up the information from ace to slave each time when the modification is done in ace database. Along these 

lines, if the ace hub is bombed, then the reinforcement hub will be dynamic and the Web and Data both will be matched up. 

V. SCOPE AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we audit the reasons for Client-Server Architecture Failure, Failover component, Failover Strategies and diverse 

arrangement and furthermore give the writing survey of various papers.  

We have actualized failover with a viable route by observing Switchover Time utilizing PaceMaker administration of CentOS. 

Additionally replication will match up the information on both the hubs.  

In this way, we finish up here, one of the powerful approach to deal with failover in customer server design. There will be a 

degree to actualize it with more viable way considering other condition and furthermore concentrating on different parameters 

like Memory Usage, CPU Usage.  
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